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Modernism into Postmodernism

Modern art is the artist’s response to the “rationalist practices and perspectives of 
the new lives and ideas provided by the technological advances of the industrial age 
that caused contemporary society to manifest itself in new ways compared to the 
past” (“Modern Art”). In simpler terms, Modern Art is a response artists had to new 
technology by creating art in different ways. To understand art we must understand the 
history behind Modern Art, themes of Modern art, themes of Postmodern art, then we 
can compare Modern art to Postmodern art, and differentiate between the two art 
periods. 

Modern art can be traced back to the 18th century- the Industrial Revolution time, 
at this time there was many advancements in technology especially the transportation 
and manufacturing industries. These advancements made it easier to share ideas 
across America. In the 1800’s artists were mainly paid by commission for their pieces 
which were scenes about mythology and told a story. After the 1800’s artists started 
making art about people, ideas, dreams and experiences. Art started containing more 
color and used non-traditional materials. The 1830’s introduced photography that was 
just one of the many non-traditional materials used to create Modern art. The Modern 
art time was necessary as it changed art everywhere. Modern art set a new stage for art 
and the ideals behind it. If we did not have Modernism, artwork never would have 
evolved- we would still be working on paintings from real life or not have photography 
be seen as art. 

The emergence of Modern Art has five key themes to the understanding of the 
time. One, unlike in the past, artist’s work could reflect their own ideas and not the ideas 
and morals of politics or religious figures. This was a big step in art as art previously 
was strictly about political or religious figures and mainly for the wealthy, no one made 
art of their own ideas, thoughts or beliefs. Second, art began to have some ricky ideas 
to it. Artists began being able to put new ideas that challenge authority which was 
unheard of previously. Third, art broke away from classicism and classical forms. In 
there words, art could be unenjoyable yet effective so even though it is not what 
someone may want or like to see it gets the idea or point across. Before Modern Art 
people thought the classical forms of people and places where the only good art, during 
Modern Art people began going outside of the box and create new figures and art. Four, 
artists began to experiment more. Not only did they experiment with their ideals behind 
the art but began experimenting with the art itself. The artists began using things other 
than paint, a paintbrush and canvas to get a different view or idea to the viewer. Finally, 
viewing art became different also. People broke away from thinking only the classical art 
was beautiful and opened their mind to think that different types of art could be 
beautiful.Overall, I think Modernism’s focus was to change art and to make people think 
a different way. Without Modern art it would have taken a while for us to change out of 
our old ‘classical’ ways or maybe we wouldn’t change our ways at all. 

There were countless artists that was part of the Modernism era but one that 
stood out above all is Henri Matisse. Matisse was a french artists who was known for 
his paintings even though he was a sculptor, printmaker, and draughtsman as well. 
Some say he is the leading figure in modern art with Pablo Picasso and Marcel 
Duchamp closely behind him. Matisse used colors for expressions in his paintings which 
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was a new idea as previously everything was a similar to realistic color instead of using 
color to express an idea or create a feeling. Some say the use of his patterns and color 
in his artworks was purposely disturbing to the viewers to make them feel something 
while looking at the piece (“Henri Matisse Biography”). 

Postmodernism happened in the late 20th century where people started 
disagreeing with the ideologies of their current situations. A lot of conceptual art falls 
under the Postmodern art ideals. The use of industrial materials is the focus on 
postmodernism art as technology advances even more during this time. 

Just as Modernism art had five key themes, Postmodernism has four themes that 
describe it well. One, there was a “widespread disillusionment with life” (“Postmodernist 
Art”). This is a way of saying people weren’t satisfied with the way things where going. 
Postmodernism took that idea of reality and made art out of it. Second, people were 
getting educated about the arts more than ever. Artists began going to higher education 
for the gain more skills rather than going because they should go. During this time 
people started thinking that creativity was more important than the actual skills 
necessary for the art. Third, televisions, screen printing, computers and more were 
becoming even more popular artists were being able to create art using the new 
technologies available. Fourth, the growth of consumerism led to art being known as a 
product for people to purchase and enjoy. I believe Postmodernism is even more 
important than Modernism. Post modernism brings everyone back to reality that 
modernism took us out of but still gives us a feeling of abstract art and shows something 
different in art. 

Jasper Johns is a well known Postmodern artist that set ideas in the  
Postmodernism time. Johns did paintings of things that “the mind already knows” such 
as targets and flags("Jasper Johns Biography”). But he incorporated these in different 
ways than the original thought of these objects. His use of color, pattern and space 
made his artwork unlike anyone else and left people thinking about it("Jasper Johns 
Biography”). Unlike Modern artists who's artwork did not have a exact answer or thought 
associated with it, John’s pieces had a result he wanted viewers to understand after 
thinking about the piece. Modernism art had an abstract feel and he made art start to 
feel recognizable and understood. 

Modernism and Postmodernism have similar and different qualities to their times 
that help define themselves. One similarity is that artists started creating new ways of 
making art. Modern art used different ways of creating art buying things other than a 
canvas and paintbrush. As Postmodern art used technology to change their artwork 
such as the use of photography or ice-sculptures. Another similarity of Modern art and 
Postmodern art is the ideas behind them. Both art times drifted away from political and 
religious figures and focused more on people and their ideas. Clement Greenberg, 
author or Avant Garde and Kitsch, talks of how when society changes, at must change 
with it. Which is what Modernism and Post modernism is trying to accomplish- with the 
changing times, authorities, thoughts, academics, then art must change to oblige to 
these times. 

These two times are different as well though. For one, Modern art was a new 
idea that people had not fully accepted and still wanted classicism. Instead, 
Postmodernism inspired people and had people wanting more. In result people started 
going to higher education for the arts and were interested in learning the skills behind 
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art. Another difference is that Modern artists worked to create a completely new idea of 
the arts while Postmodern art is attempting to investigate what is already thought of as 
new. Modernism concerns were about starting a revolution with the changes of art while 
post modern concerns are focused on people. The themes behind Postmodernism are 
mainly all about people from people’s ‘disillusionment with life’ to the growth of 
consumerism.

David F. Wells, author of No Place for Truth: Or, Whatever Happened to 
Evangelical Theology, says “In our postmodern culture which is TV dominated, image 
sensitive, and morally vacuous, personality is everything and character is increasingly 
irrelevant.” Which I think sums up our society as it is now and how postmodernism has 
truly effected our way of life. To me, modernism and postmodernism are both highly 
important and is the only way we are able to grow in the arts. I agree more with the 
Postmodern times where we are changing the arts to the changing times of technology. 
With the creation of computers and television it was necessary to change with the times 
or we would not be anywhere close to where we are now. 

Modernism and Postmodernism are both important times in the history of our art 
history as it changed the whole dynamics of art as people knew it. People like Pablo 
Picasso, Henri Matisse, Jasper Johns, and many many more had a large influence that 
still effects us today.  
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